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ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN RESEARCH AND MONITORING FROM AN
EVOLUTIONARY PERSPECTIVE *
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The nature of the present environmental crisis will be clarified through taking a long-term evolutionary perspective.
This perspective permits delineating the meaning of "environmental quality." Furthermore, economic growth is embedded in
the broader process of evolutionary growth. Therefore, the
scope of alternative futures will be examined with respect to
this broader process of growth. This strategy permits the
exercise of value judgements for selecting among alternative
futures . . Given this narrowing toward a more desirable future,
certain imperatives for change in action and policy become
apparent.
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The historical trend of increase in the world population of man:
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Even the most cursory examination of human history reveals that
a long-term trend of increase in numbers overrides local episodes of stability or decline. von Foerster and his colleagues
calculated an equation describing this trend that was based on
the best estimates of world population over the past two thousand years (1).
This equation permits its rephrasing in simple
word form (2, 3, 4): EACH SUCCESSIVE DOUBLING OF WORLD POPULATION HAS REQUIRED ONLY HALF THE TIME AS THE PRIOR DOUBLING!
This type of population increase is unique to the human species
as a cultural animal.
It raises the question:
"How far backward in time does this trend of population change extend? It
should extend only back to the transition between Homo sapiens
as a primarily biological animal to an incipient state of cultural development; that is to the end of the time when man,
limited by the carrying capacity of the natural environment
filled all available space with simple hunter-gatherer bands,
each occupying a core territory about 15 miles in diameter.
Detailed examination of this question led to the conclusion
that the transition to cultural man occurred between 40 and 41
thousand years ago, although the equation describing the change
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* These remarks were submitted in February 1973 to the Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, D.C.
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of world population of cultural man might extend back to about
160 thousand years ago to encompass the transformation to Homo
sapiens out of Homo erectus stock (Fig. 1).
This trend of change in numbers epitomizes the growth process
which characterizes man as a sapient conscious being. All the
advances accruing over the past forty millenia with regard to
individual capacity, understanding, elaboration of social roles,
technology, and human wellbeing are mirrored in this increase
in population.
Increasing population led to successive environmental crises which served as the stimulus for their creative
resolution through the generation of concepts that permitted
linking more people into larger communication networks and the
more effective fabrication of natural resources to meet new
demands. Thus we are led to the conclusion that the overall
. impact of increase in numbers has been beneficial. But we are
further led to ask the question:
"How much longer can this
trend persist?" Continuation of this forty millenia long trend
of an ever shortening of the interval between successive doublings of world population leads to the mathematically possible,
but biologically unreal, conclusion that in about 50 years from
now the population will increase instantaneously to infinity.
All this means is that 'for man to survive and to evolve further
there must be a sudden phase shift in certain aspects of the
growth process that has so far marked humanity as unique in the
annals of evolution. THE GUIDING OF MAN AND NATURE THROUGH
THIS PHASE SHIFT STANDS AS THE BASIC ISSUE IN THE PRESENTLY
EMERGING ENVIRONMENTAL CRISIS. Ameliorating pollution and
stabilizing the biosphere, though they are essential actions,
are insufficient to assure resolution of the current evolutionary-environmental crisis. Resolution of this crisis requires consideration of the evolutionary growth process of
increase in consciousness.
Evolution of Consciousness:
By consciousness is here meant the capacity to perceive, to be
aware of, environmental conditions. Level of consciousness
can only be judged through capacity to respond to environmental conditions or changes in them. Thus, directed action
becomes the companion development to consciousness. Furthermore, as types of living organisms evolved and became interdependent, they constituted a larger aspect of the total environment. Thus ' the environment has increased in awareness and
responsiveness. This change is the essence of the evolutionary growth process, which has to date been characterized by
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Table 1.

Domains of Evolution
Transition
Date

Domain

Elapsed Time in Years
(Approximate)

165,340 A.D.
Prosthetic-Synergistic
(Szi 1ardian)

D.

--

--

------

163 Thousand
- - 2,432 A.D. ?

Transition

o to 400

?

2,026 A.D.
C.

Cultural-Conceptual
(Human)

41 Thousand
40,683 B.P.

B.

o .5 Bill ion

Biological-Neural
531,010,415B.P.

A.

Pre-neural

1 .5 Bill ion

- - - - - - - - - - - - - 2, 123,651 ,823 B. P. - - - - - - - - - - NOTE:

B.P.

= Before Present (1973)

three temporal and functional domains (Table 1) of increase
in consciousness. The first domain, the pre-neural, began
some two ·billion years ago with the consolidation of living
matter into cellular structures and continued for about one
and a half billion years until the emergence of multicellular
organisms with primitive neural nets. This phase shift from
pre-neural organization marked a mega-quantum jump in organization heralding the biological-neural domain that lasted
for 500 million years and culminated in the genetic evolution
of modern type man with his capacity to initiate a sapient or
cultural-conceptual domain of consciousness.
Initiation of
this domain constituted a second mega-quantum jump in consciousness.
It ushered in a period during which culture superceded genetics as the means for increasing consciousness and
responsiveness. During this domain environmental structures,
both physical and social, designed by man became prostheses
to the biological brain (2, 5, 6).
This domain of evolution
of 'consciousness is coming to a close within not much more
than half a century after lasting only 40 millenia.
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Its termination presents the opportunity of ushering in a phase
shift into a fourth domain of evolution of consciousness, which
may be designated as the prosthetic-synergis ~ic or Szilardian
domain.
Be it noted that this will be only the third megaquantum jump in two and a half billion years. Whether or not
this phase shift takes place largely depends upon the decisions
and actions of individuals now alive. John R. Platt succinctly
states the opportunity (7):
For several hundred years the great evolutionary hormones of knowledge and technology have been pressing
us, almost without our understanding it, into power
and prosperity and communication and interaction, and
into increasing tolerance and vision and choice and
planning -- pressing us, whether we like it or not,
into a single coordinated humankind. The scattered
and competing parts are being bound together. Everywhere now we begin to see men and nations beginning
the deliberate design of development with a growing
confidence in the choice and creation of their own
future.
Hardly anyone has seen the enormous sweep
and restructuring and unity and future of it except
dreamers like H. G. Wells or Teilhard de Chardin.
It
is a quantum jump.
It is a new state of matter. The
act of saving ourselves, if it succeeds, will make us
participants in the most incredible event in evolution.
Implementation of this article of faith requires a broader understanding of the lesser quantum jumps that led up to the present
major one. This takes us back to the last major or mega-quantum
jump to the beginning of the domain of cultural-conceptual evolution. At this time, with a world population of about 4.4
million, man had reached a density-dependent equilibrium with
the natural environment in which, as with other animals, his numbers were in harmony with resources. A byproduct of having
evolved at this low density and as a small group living social
animal was the genetically acquired tolerance and need for a
certain rate of meaningful contact and interaction with associates. This evolved requirement for social interaction at a
particular rate consistent with living in a territory approximately 15 miles in diameter and as a member of a small group
in turn became a limiting factor to further increase in density.
Socially speaking, density became synonymous with meaningful
interactions per day. Release from this genetic millstone about
the neck of humanity required a redefinition of "space" to include some parameter that could maintain interactions within
tolerable limits despite increase in physical density.
In prior
analyses I have shown that the creation of information consistent with its codification into concepts that permitted definition of new social roles represented the needed new kind of
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space in that any individual's occupation of a social role buffered him from excessive interaction with individuals occupying other social roles not closely associated with his own.
This new kind of space, the total pool of information that may
be condensed into concepts permitting elaboration of social
roles, the linkage of larger numbers of individuals into communication networks, and the devising of technologies for acquiring and fabricating resources, may be designated as "conceptual space." Since, from a social interactional perspective, density must be maintained constant, it follows that
additions of conceptual space must keep pace with increase in
population. After more than one doubling of population beyond
the base - line level of 4.4 million for the world, conceptual
space becomes ever more important than physical space. Furthermore, the number of persons alive at any time provides an
approximate index of the amount of conceptual space then existing.
As conceptual space increases the total ideas available to any
individual increases. To the extent that these ideas are acquired and utilized the capacity and potentiality of the individual increases. This realizable potentiality is roughly
proportional to the square root of the extent of conceptual
space. Since the latter is not so easily directly measurable,
realizable potentiality can be taken as proportional to the
square root of the total population, because population size
and conceptual space must change proportional to each other.
At the present time there has been nearly a thousand fold increase in world population. This means that realizable potentiality has increased over 30 fold.
Potentiality may be
equated with attained level of consclousness. Through the
relationships described above it follows that each four-fold
increase in population has been accompanied by a doubling in
consciousness. Each successful doubling of consciousness has
taken only one fourth as long to accomplish as the prior doubling. Starting with the mega quantum jump into the domain of
cultural-conceptual evolution, the increase in population from
that time permits the calculation of the approximate times of
successive doubling of consiousness. These dates coincide
with major shifts in the ways the world is perceived and the
manner of coping with environmental contingencies (Fig. 1,
Table 2).
Projection of this evolutionary trend predicts two more such
shifts; a "conununication-electronic" revolution to be clearly
established by 1988, and a terminal "compassionate-systems"
revolution making its impact by 2018. Each of the successive
revolutions in consciousness reflect the attainment of humanly
designed social and physical structures that serve in expand-
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Table 2.

Evolution of Consciousness and Brain

Consciousness
Revolution

Evolutionary
Domain

7.

Time from the
Present (1973)

Brain
(Ne rvous Sys tern)

+53
CompassionateSyst~ms

+45
6.

CommunicationElectronic

5.

ScientificExploitive

4.

Hol isticArtistic

3.

AuthoritarianRe 1 i g i ous

2.

LivingAgricultural

1.

TraditionalSapient

+14
-105

C.

CulturalConceptual

~Now

Prosthetic-Social

-582
-2,492
-10, 130

+

Mega
Quantum
Jump

-40,683

7.

Homo Sapiens

-162,895

6.

Homo Erectus

5.

Homo Habilis
Australopithecus

B.
Biological
Neural

-651,743
Neomamma 1 ian
(Neocortex)

I

-2,207,135
4.

Hominoidea

-8,428,703
3.

Primates

-33,314,975
2.

Mamma 1 i a

----1

-132,850,063

-+-

Mega
Quantum
Jump

1.

-- -

(Limbic System)
Paleomammalian
____{BaliC Socic:.!..L_

Reptilia

Reptilian

-531,010,415

j

A.
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ing the biological brain's capacity to acquire~ transform, and
utilize information. Each successively later level marks the
acquisition of a new layer of prosthetic-social brain. One of
the environmental structural categories in this evolution of
consciousness and brain involves the linkage of people together into effective socio-political networks.
In the past
each revolution of consciousness has been marked by an enlargement of this network. By the time of the completion of the
"compassionate-systems" revolution all the world will be bound
effectively into a single such communication network (2). That
time, a half century from now, will mark the termination of the
domain during which increase in numbers of individuals will
augment either consciousness or the prosthetic-social brain.
Depending upon how we choose to guide further population change,
the upper optimum world population will stand between 6.2 and
9.0 billion (8). Beyond that time additional individuals will
merely interfere with that metabolism of information which is
prerequisite to further increase in consciousness.
Prior to the inception of the cultural-conceptual domain of
evolution of consciousness, there is no logical reason to expect any direct relationship between the population of man or
other forms that extend backward along his lineage and the
then attained level of consciousness. However, one might anticipate the existence of an overriding principle of the time
constraints required for successive doublings of consciousness
regardless of the character of inter-communicating elements
comprising the "brain." Here the generic concept of "brain"
encompasses any set of elements or units, whether biological,
social or physical, whose capacities for acquiring, storing,
transmitting, transforming, or utilizing information increase
capacity for consciousness and responsiveness. Assuming that
the principle of each successive doubling of consciousness
takes only one fourth as long as that for the prior doubling,
extends backward in time to the inception of specialized nervous tissue, or at least cells, then it is possible to calculate the approximate times of these doublings (Table 2, bottom half). Here seven stages of consciousness mark the biological-neural domain, just as also characterized the later
cultural-conceptual domain. Furthermore, each of the time
spans encompasses the emergence of a higher order stage of
development of the biological brain. This overall repetitive
pattern, producing 14 quantum jump stages of evolution of brain
and consciousness, gives strength to the insight that the overall direction (orthoselection) of evolution is one which gives
survival value to individuals, populations, and species having
an expanded consciousness, one whose realization further requires more effectively organized brains to permit better coping with environmental contingencies.
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Brain and Environmental Behavior:

(Table 3)

If we are to resolve the emerging environmental crisis in a manner that assures a phase shift into the next domain of evolution of consciousness, we must seek a harmony with the expansion of freedom and responsibility provided through evolving
brain. Although a comprehensive view of evolution of the biological brain suggests seven major stages, Paul D. MacLean has
shown that the anatomy and function of the total biological
brain permits its description into three overlain parts that
mirror its evolution (9, 10,11).
The underlying ancestral reptilian brain programs stereotyped
responses to preserve biological function and assure survival
in those environmental situations most typical to ancestral
experience. Spatially it provides for the expression of behaviors permitting continued occupation and defense of some
particular terrain. This leads to the most primitive self concept, that of possessing -- possessing terrain, objects, relationships.
In all this, the expressed behavior is deterministic, tropistic, innate, with little freedom to alter behavior
further in the face of novel crises.
Gradually the survival value of heightened consciousness led
to the superimposition of the paleomammalian brain over the
reptilian brain with ' many routes of communication between the
two.
It provided for emotion, for exploring the novel, for
loosening the bonds of genetic determinism so that, within the
developmental experience of the individual, more options opened
up for adapting to environmental contingencies. This capacity
for discrimination permitted expression of dominance hierarchies
among associates, which led to the self concept, however dimly
conscious, of status and power. This resiliency, basic freedom
of choice, allowed a modicum of new habits and tradition consonent with emerging alterations of the environment. As a result of the capacity to differentiate among associates and
structure, hierarchical relationships, group living as a member
of an integrated differentiated assembly became possible -as opposed to solitary living or membership in an aggregate of
like individuals. At this time during evolution, the survival
value of making the most effective use of natural resources,
in conjunction with individuals moving through their ranges
about their homes and contacting neighbors, led to the condensation of territorially isolated individuals into basic social
groups with an optimum size of twelve adults (2). We owe our
own heritage of a need for meaningful interaction with a few
others to this development some 100 million years ago. Because the network of relationships among the members of the
small basic sized group facilitates the metabolism of informa-
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Domain
(Note 1)

Brain
(Nervous
System)

Brain and Environmental Behavior

Function

Ego
Transformation

Ideational
Transformation

D

ProstheticSyne rg i s tic'

Compassion,
Empathy

Node

Becoming
(Sharing)

Synergetics

C

ProstheticSocial

Creativity

Role

Elitism

Science

Neomammalian
(Neocortex)

Intellectual

Social
Velocity

Position
(Having a Place,
Soc i a 11 y)

Mythology

Paleomammalian
(Limbic System)
(Basic Social)

Emotional

Dominance

Status
(Power)

Habit
(Trad i t ·i on)

B3- 7

...

~
~
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Behavior
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~

I
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See Tables 1 and 2.
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tion and increases consciousness, Esser refers to it as "the
social brain" (6).
In order to differentiate this stage to
later contribution of sociality to brain function, ' I prefer
to designate this aspect of the paleomammalian brain as the
"basic social" brain.
In our anthropocentrism we too often
think of this "basic social brain" as a unique human attribute, whereas it has a very ancient history.
We now come to the neomammalian brain, or neocortex, whose
enlargements enhance the capacity of the individual to sense,
store, and integrate information and to develop new images of
what the environment is and means. Through these functions
space becomes more conceptual and social.
It allows for a
"moving" through this tripartite space in ways that maximize
individuation, so that each individual within the group occupies a unique niche, or role. This differentiation is reflected in the degree to which an individual moves through the
physical environment, a characteristic I have termed "social .
velocity" since those individuals with reduced motor activity
are those with less frequent gratification from social interaction (12). The new images of reality made possible by the
neocortex, in their totality, amount to a mythology about
life and the environment that may be in conflict with the more
ingrained biasing of behavior imbedded by heredity in the
paleomammalian and reptilian brains. These acquired images
become the driving force, a primordial responsibility, for refamiliarization or substantiation through behaving toward the
environment. Even so this most advanced biological brain remains conservative. Most behavior is directed toward reaffirming existing mythology. Existing images may be discordant with tendencies toward behaving dictated by the two lower
levels of brain. Retaining behavior in conformity with developed images requires a sublimation of more basic tendencies.
A major sublimation involves replacing aggression with responsible commitment to fulfill developed images.
Such fulfillment forms the basis for conservative ritualism, which curiously enough may lead to innovation in the face of environmental change. Animals dominated by the neocortical brain
obey what has been called "Romer's Rule":
"The initial sOrvival value of a favorable innovation is conservative, in
that it renders possible the maintenance of a traditional
way of life in the face of changed circumstances" (13). This
rule holds that even when the weaker groups of a species are
excluded from former terrain, they ·search for new opportunity
for reestablishing the former way of life.
In so doing they
may be forced to adapt to some unanticipated circumstances.
The strong remain where few crises demand change and adaptation -- they remain firmly traditional.
The weak must become creative to survive. Romer's Rule proposes that there
is survival of the weak, survival of the meek.
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Unresolved contradictions among developed images, between deand genetically biased images, or between either and
the contingencies imposed by a changed environment, generate
strong emotions, often precipitating aggressive acts. Esser
terms this emotional state generated by unresolved incongruencies among images, or between them and the perceived environment as SOCIAL POLLUTION (5,6). As social and prosthetic
brains gain dominance over biological brains, the opportunity
for social pollution increases as these new types of brains
permit the environment to gain an autonomy of behavior and a
diffuse imagery which is difficult for the individual to comprehend sufficiently to engage in a precise matching with his
own. For this reason, correcting social pollution, which
essentially involves devising means which will facilitate altering values to conform with emerging evolutionary and environmental change, merits equal, if not more, attention than
that devoted to correcting physical pollution and reestablishing balance in the biosphere. Unless social pollution is
ameliorated less success will attend other efforts to resolve
the current environmental crisis.

velope~

The mega quantum jump from biological to cultural-conceptual
man initiated the evolution of prosthetic-social brains.
Included stages of revolution in consciousness all share the
property of social-cultural structures linking people and
institutions together as nodes in a supra-biological network
of communication which replicates and extends many of the
functions of information storage and metabolism performed by
biological brains. Whereas these organizational structures
may be considered as prostheses to the biological brain, in
that they extend its capacity for consciousness, truly physical
prostheses in the form of printed matter, telephones, television, and computers become ever more important aspects of the
prosthetic-social brain, The prime function of this new brain
is its enhancement of creativity, both with regard to the incidence of innovation, and the rapidity of spread of innovations over the communication network.
In particular, this
creativity permitted diversification (cladogenesis, 14) of
social roles, which in addition to providing essential functions in social structure and technological development served
to buffer the individual from an undue frequency of interaction with associates, and thus preserved the individual's
physiological state more in harmony with the hereditary need
to maintain a rate of meaningful social interaction consistent
with that which characterized earlier evolution within small
semi-closed groups. As more and more freedom of choice
emerged out of role diversification, and as opportunity for
knowledge about the degree to which others were fulfillin.g

14
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roles increased, a competitive spirit came to pervade the selfconcept and directed effort toward achieving an elite status
with regard to role performance. Nowhere has this elitism
become more prominent than in the field of science, simply
because science has developed the most effective communication
network for enhancing consciousness.
Two remaining stages of prosthetic-social brain are yet incompletely evolved. They are the brains of the communicationelectronics and the compassionate-systems revolutions in consciousness (Table 2). The major problem now is to envisage
at least the incipient nature of the brain compatible with the
forthcoming phase shift in the evolution of consciousness.
This new type of brain may be designated as prosthetic-synergistic because of the likely accentuation of two properties
that have been of lesser significance to date. Understanding
why prostheses and synergism will become much more important
in the future requires a short diversion into the topics of
population and evolution.
Population alternatives:
It is obvious that the historical trend can not continue in
which successive doublings require only half the time of the
prior doubling. Still it is possible for the world population
growth to continue at a slower rate of increase for a long
time subject to the constraints of food production, availability of energy, and shortages of natural resources.
35-50
or more billion have been considered as possibilities. Secondly, the world population could be stabilized into a "zero
population growth" state at some desired level. Lastly, a
phase of declining population or "negative population growth"
could ensue. For the moment, these alternatives will be examined from the viewpoint of evolution of consciousness.
Both genetic and cultural evolution have proceeded as responses to environmental crisis (changed conditions) or to the
advantage enjoyed by forms of life characterized by enhanced
capacities of awareness and responsiveness. During the current domain of evolution the total worth of humanity has progressed according to the product of' the population and the
capacity (or consciousness) of the average individual. This
total worth of humanity (or ideomass) increased through the
entire cultural-conceptual domain just as did biomass (a comparable product of population and average body weight) during
the prior biological-neural domain. For all practical purposes biomass became a constant by the end of the domain it
characterized. Similarly we may anticipate that comparable
limiting factors will lead ideomass to approach constancy by
the end of the current domain. This constancy permits a simple set of value choices about the future.
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If zero population growth is the choice, capacity of the individual will tend to remain constant also; there will be no
further evolution of consciousness; evolution will be terminated; for this corner of the universe it will be allover except for a continuous hedonistic traditionalism. Other animals have made this choice and persisted for millions of years.
So might we, but only through our intent and actions can evolution continue.
If we allow population to increase to the limits possible, subject to the constraints of available resources, then the average individual would become less aware of less and less until
most individuals had dropped below the level of consciousness
requisite for initiating cultural evolution. Most of us would
be animals only. With adequate planning we should be able to
accomplish ' this goal within a century or two.
If we elect to continue the evolutionary process of enlarging
the consciousness of the individual, as well as accompanying
responsiveness and capacity for relating to the environment,
then a necessary condition will be a compatible decline in
population. This decline would contribute to the production
of crises which facilitate acceptance of innovation to buffer
their impact. But decline in population, though necessary for
further increase in individual potentiality, does not of itself suffice. By the end of the current domain, roughly fifty
years from now, it may be anticipated that the linkage of people and institutions into an effective world-wide network will
have been accomplished. This will leave only physical information processing prostheses as the major means for further enhancing consciousness. Elaboration and diversification of such
prostheses will become the main characteristic of the next domain of evolution, if we choose to initiate it.
The prosthetic-synergistic brain:
Given that the latter choice is made, then we can begin to
develop this brain. Beyond increasing consciousness, its main
function will be to develop qualities of compassion and empathy which are necessary for individuals and institutions to
function as nodes in a totally interconnected and interdependent network. The health of every node will depend upon the
health of every other node. Self-concept will be in terms of
development to become a more effective node in the network.
Ideational transformation will result from the synergistic
focusing of diverse capabilities in united efforts to resolve
problems. Be it noted that such synergistic organization is
the basic implication of "multidisciplinary approach" as contrasted to the isolated, individualistic, reductionism now
characterizing most of basic science.

16
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The unique opportunity of the Environmental Protection Agency:
Most agencies of government through their legal authorization
have relatively restricted missions. This restriction of the
scope of action and concern has proved an efficient means of
accomplishing objectives in so long as it was possible to ignore those more complicated problems whose solution requires
the joint resources and simultaneous attention of two or more
agencies. Theoretically the Smithsonian Institution has a
sufficiently broad mandate that it could, as it is attempting
to do on a small scale, concern itself with all aspects of the
environmental crisis -- including its major aspect of contributing to the mega quantum jump into the next domain of evolution of consciousness. However, its mission, though very
broad in scope, is essentially limited to the increase and
spread of understanding among mankind.
It lacks the power of
a mandate for action, which the EPA includes in its own. A
few key terms and phrases in Public Law 91-190 and Executive
order 11514, that served as guidelines for the establishment
of the EPA, exemplify the uniqueness of EPA's mandate:
"protecting and enhancing the quality of the nation's environment to sustain and enrich human life"; "promote the development of indices and monitoring systems . . . to determine the
effectiveness of programs for protecting and enhancing environmental quality"; "utilize an interdisciplinary approach
which ' will insure the integrated use of the natural and social
sciences and the environmental design arts in planning and in
decision making which may have an impact on man's environment."
Pursuing such a mandate is fraught with many difficulties.
In the first place the EPA mandate impinges on or partially
overlaps the more limited mandates of practically every other
agency of government. Were the territorial imperative to
hold sway very little would be left of EPA; and every other
agency by restricting its concern strictly to its own mission
would inhibit resolution of problems whose scope extends
across the collective missions of several agencies. Practically all environmental problems are of this latter category. This very difficulty delineates an EPA objective,
which,if it fails to pursue it, will amount to dereliction
of responsibility. That is to say, the EPA has legal authority to establish coordinating communication networks that
culminate in interagency collaboration in the formulation and
execution of efforts to resolve problems cutting across mission boundaries. Since few institutions or agencies have made
any serious effort to produce meaningful collaboration among
their own sub-mission groups, and thus have little experience
with multidisciplinary synergism, it is obvious that EPA will
experience much difficulty in bringing about mUltiagency synergism. The whole effort directed at producing and processing
Environmental Impact Statements has opened the door to more
complex collaboration, which should stand as the primary
objective of EPA from an organizational point of view.
MAN-ENVIroNMENT SYSTEMS, Vol 4, No 1
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Implementing such collaboration subsumes that the EPA knows
what environmental designing means, and involves. That such
comprehensive understanding exists is rather problematical.
In fact it is my suspicion that, if the present concentration
of effort by EPA on only a few of the subsets of problems in
its broad domain of potential concern continues, in the long
run the apparent success of EPA in correcting certain blatant
threats will insure total failure in the long run -- it will
produce such a rigid ecospheric and cultural stability that
further evolution will be blocked.
As an aside, and in a microcosmic way, an experience of mine
may serve as an introduction to the broader problem. After
fifteen years my research program was graced with being a
"section," the lowest category in the official hierarchical
organization of research in the institute of which I am a
member. For a long time I had thought that a central strategy,
if not theme, of my research was environmental designing, both
physical and social. One of the honors of becoming a section
chief is that you' have the opportunity of writing a one sentence statement describing what the -mission of your section
is assumed to be. To that end I wrote a sentence which included the phrase "environmental design." In seeing it one
of my colleagues remarked:
"Environmental design is not
science; you can not" (i.e. it is impossible to) "conduct
research on it; and it 1s-outside the mission of the National
Institute of Mental Health." That, of course, left me somewhat chagrined. To the extent that all nurturance falls under
the concept of environment, I had spent the past 25 years of
research life trying to discover what external conditions enhanced or inhibited the developmental welfare of individuals
and populations. To me that meant environmental designing.
And to me mental health encompassed more than nature, more
than the genetic constitution of the individual. Obviously
this interchange reflected some lack of communication between
the two of us. Since that time I have thought a great deal
about this brief comment by a person who is recognized for
his effectiveness as the administrator of a successful, largescale research program.
I would like to start off with the assumption that his assessment of environmental design is completely correct -- from
a dominant perspective that pervades society. Consider:
"Environmental design is not science." This means environmental design might be considered only as art or empirical
engineering, which is not to say that it is not a valid human
endeavour -- just that it is not science; or perhaps as an
endeavour it has not yet matured sufficiently to be included
within science.
In any of these cases the second statement,
"You can not conduct research on it" is valid. And since my
section is an arm of the Intramural Research Program, . and its
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mission is to do research on mental health problems, it follows that an unresearchable topic lies outside the mission
of the National Institute of Mental Health. The crux of the
matter, I think, lies in the first statement:
"Environmental
design is not ~cience." I believe that this statement reflects
the crisis in which research inquiry finds itself today. From
its very beginning, starting with the fusion of Baconian
experimentation and the classical physical sciences, including
mathematics and astronomy, at the Ecole Francaise between 1800
and 1830 (15), modern science has largely remained separate
from the natural history tradition that stemmed back to huntergatherer man, and found crystallization in Darwin, and matured
into modern ecology. From successful practice science has become more and more molecular; it has reduced the number of
variables allowed to operate at anyone time; it has looked
at ever smaller segments of the natural whole.
In other words
science has become divorced from life and the environment. This
divorce makes certain that environmental design is not science,
since environmental design holds no meaning outside of the
context of complex wholes. Only a metascience is capable of
encompassing complex wholes and developing environmental designing into a legitimate and useful mode of inquiry. Developing metascience requires that individuals accept parti~ipation
in large scale self-organizing networks with multidisciplinary
capacities and that institutions encourage and support the
formation of such networks. Such encouragement and support
should also lie within the domain of the EPA mission.
Its
initiative could serve to legitimize metascience efforts by
other agencies. Science has been pursued within the protection
and isolation of Ivory Tower situations. Metascience, on the
other hand, must always operate in the spotlight of exposure
to both the user public and basic science from the initiation
to the completion of any objective, including its formulation.
Agencies like EPA, and any metascience effort, have to develop
strategies for monitoring and evaluating the impact of their
efforts, as well as for determining how comprehensively it is
establishing and pursuing its mission. No such strategy now
exists -- which is to say that EPA and metascience must fail,
or be inadequate, until such strategy is developed. Recognizing the need for such strategy, I have since 1965 been working on its development.
In part this effort has involved the
objective of developing a "prosthetic brain" with the capacity
to interrelate the ideas of many persons and produce a condensed creative, or consensual transformation integrating and
focusing many diverse viewpoints relevant to any particular
domain of concern. Admittedly, this effort is far from complete, but I believe that all the software and hardware capabilities now exist to bring it to practical fruition.
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One of the component tactics in this endeavor involves establishing approximate equivalences among generic concepts.
In
the process of condensing highly selected sources of information, equivalences are noted (i.e paradigm = theory = integrate
,= coordinate).
Any two such terms are equivalent in the sense
of overlapping conceptual sets. From large sets of such equivalences it is possible to move by single steps from any concept
to any other concept, even its polar opposite. That is to say,
all generic concepts are linked together into a single network.
Although this effort is not yet complete it can be estimated
that the total network, encompassing all human concern, includes over 4000 generic concepts. Six axes radiate through
the center of the network, and lines connecting the terminal
conceptual nodes form an icosahedron. Figure 2 depicts the
central and the twelve terminal nodes.
It is difficult to depict graphically all 42 linkages between peripheral nodes and
between each of these and the central node. However, the following imagery may help.
"Pull" up the upper pentagon until
it lies directly above the lower one, then rotate it 36 degrees
and conriect adjacent nodes. This forms twenty sides. When
certain nodes are opposite each other, a line can be passed
between each pair that passes through the center node No. 13,
emptiness (nothingness, or in classical mythology "chaos").
These polar opposite generic concepts are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Evolution
Awareness
Responsibility
Cooperation
Contentment
Tradition

7•

8.
9•

10.
11.
12.

Extinction
Blindness
Violence
Aggression
Misery
Creativity

These terms best represent the major radius on which they lie,
although they may, or may not be, the actual terminal nodes.
The general scope of this network may be conceptualized better
by flattening it into a two-dimensional network. Figure 3
merely depicts typical concepts which form seven steps from
the approximate center to the periphery along each radius. At
this earlier phase I thought loneliness rather than emptiness
formed the central concept (16). Although, even this twodimensional depiction as a conceptual circumplex is not yet
complete because of inadequacies in the present conceptual .
equivalence data base, it does mirror a phase of the developing strategy.
The total network is essentially made up of packed smaller
icosahedrons. Thus one can select some smaller domain of concern and for it develop a conceptual circumplex with a central
and twelve peripheral nodes with six axes passing through the
central node and connecting pairs of peripheral nodes. Two
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Central and 12 Terminal Nodes of the Network of Generic Concepts
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Conceptual Space, Showing Steps to Proceed from Center to Peripheral Concepts
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such sets, relating closely to environmental concerns, are
available. The first (17) concerns the topic of "environmental behavior" (Figure 4) and is derived from an indexing
and analysis of the entire contents of the Nov.-Dec., 1972
issue of the Journal of Environmental Health that was devoted to this topic. Willems (18) lists 13 conceptual areas
that form the core encompassing an "ecological perspective
to man-environment research." These fall logically into a
similar 13 node conceptual circumplex, -Figure 5. All of these
concepts listed on these two lesser conceptual circumplexes
may be located approximately on the overall network circumplex
(Figure 6) as dots by referring to the pool of 2500 concept
equivalences in the data base ·(permutated to 5, 000).
In an
earlier, larger-scale circumplex the position of several hundred concepts was noted.
On this figure a line was drawn
between the separation of slightly negative and slightly positive concepts. This approximate line is also shown in Figure
6 in which the area of more negative concepts is shaded.
It
will be noted that the shaded and non-shaded areas together
comprise the Yin-Yang symbol of Chinese mythology and philosophy of complementarity, or opposites. At this time I do
not wish to belabor this coincidence, although one might suspect that the Yin-Yang symbol, and its approximate representation in the present instance, both derive from an identical
basis of neural organization that mirrors the total processes
which we experience in the external world.

·

Twenty-eight of the thirty-two concepts shown in Figures 4
and 5, lie in the positive field.
This suggests that an environmental ethic of policy and action is quite positive. On radius No. 3 one dot surrounded by a circle denotes the concept,
"balance," · that was not included in either of the two subdomains considered.
It is interesting to note that exactly
half of the 32 concepts lay on either side of the concept,
"balance," which is centered on the "responsibility" axis.
This conceptual balance reinforces the likely validity of this
sUbjective-objective strategy for defining the scope of environmental concern appropriate for delineating policy and action.
The contained conceptual space between radii 6 and 11, on the
positive side, has been spread apart in Figure 7 and the relative position is shown for the concepts named in Figures 4 and
5.
"Theory" and "goals" lie at the extreme lower right corner of
Figure 7 and on Figure 6 may be seen as lying at the interface between positive and negative concepts.
Inadequate theory and inappropriate goals may precipitate involvement in
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disruptive, pathological processes. However, an undergirding
with adequate theory and appropriate goals can initiate a process of change and adaptation which culminates in "stability"
and "health." The latter two concepts are located in -the
opposite, upper left-hand corner of Figure 7. As may be seen
from Figure 6, both "health" and ~stability" lie just over the
interface in the beginning negative concepts. Though both
"health" and "stability" represent major goals to be achieved,
it is dangerous to remain in such states too long. The reason
for this is that if any individual or system encapsulates
itself in a condition appropriate to a particular point in
time and place, surrounding situations are likely to change
and leave the individual or system maladapted to emerging conditions. The very nearness of "health" to "emptiness" indicates
that encapsulating in a protective cocoon (the yellow bag of
Chinese mythology, which encompasses the primordial chaos)
predisposes toward a state of unreality where existence persists without meaning. Repetitive moving from "theory" and
"goals" to "health" and "stability," with each evolutionary
cycle increasing awarenes~ represents the long-term pattern of
policy and action to be sought in "enhancing the quality of
the nation's environment to sustain and enrich human life."
Whereas in the short-run it may be necessary to concentrate
most effort to repairing, controlling and protecting the environment, that is to focus on the negative Yin side of the
conceptual network, the long range objective must be one in
which increasing resources are devoted to promotion and enhancement -- to focusing attention and effort on the Yang
positive side. Utilizing the concepts listed in Figure 7, I
will now elabO,rate a statement which may serve as a beginning
formulation of long-term mission.
Based on adequate "theory" and the "natural experiments" which
occur about us, appropriate "goals" will be selected to guide
the next phase of "evolutionary development." A "naturalistic
emphasis" will take into consideration that "small rates of
change" acting over "long time periods" will culminate in realizing designated goals. Resolving conflicts between existing
and projected "values" will require a studied effort to involve a wide segment of the population in the environmental
"designing" process by increasing their "awareness" of the
complexities inherent in such broad-scale readjustment. with
this sharpened "perception" of problems more rational "choices"
may be made to produce an "accommodation" to altered circumstances, which through further adjustment will culminate in
(holistic) "adaptation." Such adaptation fosters that "BALANCE"
of "behavior" promoting favorable (behavior-environment)
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"transactions." These transactions demand a "molar" rather'
than reductionistic approach.
Sustaining a molar approach can
only come through an "interdisciplinary synergy" which brings
into "cooperation" distinct perspectives and strengths whose
joint effort will promote insights and actions not possible
through the separate actions by individuals and small groups.
Such non-hierarchical networking promotes the tolerance, love,
and compassion necessary to produce and maintain a "wholeness"
of "society" and a "habitability" of "environment" functioning
together as "holistic" adaptive "systems" capable of "action"
through supportive "institutions" to achieve ecological "stability" and individual "health" and sense of wellbeing.
The Environmental Protection Agency recognized the "need to
establish a mechanism for continuing dialogue between policymakers and ecologists, land-use planners, economists, systems
analysts, and human behaviorists of all persuasions." . • .
"It was in this spirit that the Environmental Studies Division,
Washington Environmental Research Center, Office of Research
and Development invited a number of experts to present their
views on alternative futures, the environment and the quality
of life." These quotations are from the Forward of the publication (19) in which the EPA summarized what they judged to be
the main implications of draft manuscripts prepared by the
fourteen "experts." The present paper represents my contribution
to this dialogue.
I have attempted to develop a broad perspective to the major crisis facing us today -- that of engaging
in an environmental designing which will increase the likelihood of survival with opportunity for continuing evolution.
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